
LED-Lamp
Thank you for choosing this product.
Read this manual carefully before usage and retain for future reference.

NOTE:
The sensor range is 2-3 meters in the front, and 1-2 meters at the sides.
The sensor effect is related to the temperature and movement speed.
Sensor must not be covered or dirty and should be cleaned. 
It must be keept away from dampness, too high or too low temperature and air vent.
The lamp should be fully charged for optimal operation.
The lamp may only be used indoors!

SPECIFICATIONS:
LED Lamp, 60 LED`s, 420 mm lenght
Material: Aluminium shell
500-600 lumen
With motion sensor
Correlated color temperature 6000-6500 K, angle of reflective beam 120° grade
Safety class IP20
With magnet for fixing on metal and 3M Tape for fixing on other materials
Rechargeable battery 2.500 mAh (USB charge)
Including 5 meter USB cabel and USB power adapter

EASY TO INSTALL
Fix the lamp either with the tape or directly with the magnet on metal surfaces.

Back of the lamp Magnetic holder Tape on magnetic holder

Attach the lamp on the holder
with magnet and remove the tape

Fix the light at the position you 
want

Additionally, when fixed on vertical metal surfaces, we recommend the fixation with 
the adhesive tape.



40 mm 420 mm

LED

Connector
micro USB

Angle of detection
120° 3 meter 

Material
Aluminium / PC

Delay of detection
20 seconds

Three-Mode Switch

Mode 1 (off)

Three-Mode Switch

Cycle
Mode

Mode 2
(Motion sensor)

Mode 3
(Always on)USB

Switch Button

During the charging process a red 
light appears.
When the lamp is fully charged, the 
light turns green.

Motion sensor mode:
Click it to turn on the light and into the
motion sensor mode.

Always on mode:
Click it again, get into the always on mode.

Off mode:
Finally click it 1s to turn off the light.
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